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NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
#,// Kyiu UG.

Matters Political.
It goes without saying that most of ns Swiss

in England and probably not a few of our Vom-
patriots at home have followed the West Fulliam
Parliamentary Election with friendly interest and
are, perchance, rather pleased with the result.
Those of ns who favour Protection aatZ those of ns
who don't! My personal views on the matter are
known to many of my friends and I think I can
fairly claim that I do not let personal advantages
or perspective of losses influence my views to any
appreciable extent, but that I try to look at this
vexed question from a w ider point of view, a long-
view one.

Although I know full well that it is as easy
to convince a Protectionist or a Free Trader of
the wrongs of his views, as it is to make synthetic
gold, I think that a few well authenticated facts
are always welcome to the earnest student. From
an article in the Mm of <>th May a.c. written by
Lt.-Commander the lion. .T. M. Ken wort by,
R.N., M.P., I cull the following :

" I liken Safeguarding for a particular
industry to the case of a man at a football
match standing oil a brick. Ile is able to see

over the heads of the crowd. But if everyone
stands on bricks he has no advantage."

Rather good that one, I think Now for a

few facts, given in the same article by the Right
Hon. and Gallant Gentleman.

" Taking the purchasing value of the
average wages paid in London as 100, compar-
able figures in Berlin are 07, Paris 57, Brussels
42, Warsaw 41 and Prague 49 (Vide Hansard
15,7.27. Col. 998.).

" On the first of this month one of our
tariff high priests, Mr. A. M. Samuel, M.P.,
drew attention on the floor of the House to the
International Labour Office figures of the hours
worked in the Knifed States Steel industry. The
Furnace men work 14 hours a shift. The crane-
men work 14 hours on night shift and 10 hours
on day shift for 7 days a week, while the
labourers actually work 16 hours a shift. Mr.
Samuel was seeking ammunition to shoot at
the Eight-Hour Day Bill now before Parlia-
nient, but he unconsciously provided a lesson
for those who point to American conditions as
an argument for tariffs as a means of improving
labour conditions.

" As for Tariffs as a cure for nnemploy-
ment, we are badly hit in this Country in all
conscience, but in Germany there are over
3,000,000 unemployed, while the American
Ministry of Labour admits to 4,000,000 out-of-
works, and Mr. Green, the President of the
American Federation of Labour, puts the figure
at 7,000,000 !"

I think that for anyone who takes a long view
of things and considers whether Tariffs or Free
Trade benefit the country in the long run, the
above information ought to be illuminating.

America's higher tariffs call to mind the world-
old truth that palliatives produce vicious circles.
Switzerland is protesting energetically against
this new imposition and the Swiss President, ac-
cording to the F/wanc/al 7'imes of 5th May, has
cabled personally to President Hoover :

" The application of the Customs tariff
now before the United States Congress would
inevitably have such unfortunate results for
the economic position of our country that I con-
sider it to be my duty to draw your attention to
certain facts. The new tariff would seriously
injure the manufacture of certain articles
that are exclusive Swiss specialities, such as
clocks and watches and embroidery. In several
important districts in Switzerland these two
industries have become national industries."

While the extent to which Swiss public
opinion is dealing with this matter, can be seen
from the following, taken from the MancÄc.sdcr
ÖMcmZitm, 3rd May :

A considerable agitation lias been provoked
in Switzerland by the proposed increases in the
United States tariff, which would seriously
affect Swiss industries, especially the watch-
making and cotton trades. Meetings of pro-
test have been held by the Geneva and other
chambers of commerce, and the Swiss Federal
Government yesterday discussed the situation
and decided to instruct the Swiss Minister at
Washington to lodge a protest. There is a
general demand for concerted action on the part
of European Powers if the new American tariff
becomes law.

The watch and clock industry would be

seriously injured by the proposed duties, which
would be equivalent to an embargo. One-sixth
part of the entire watchmaking output of Swit-
zerlaud is exported to the United States at
present. The other things which would be

principally affected are cheese, wool and silk
goods, embroideries, leather and shoes, and
chemicals. The duty on embroidered goods
under the new tariff would be increased from 75

per cent, to 93 per cent, of their value. Swiss

exports to the United States amount at present
to about £8,000,000 sterling, while the imports
amount to £11,500,000 sterling.

A leading article in the " -Tournai de
Genève " deprecates; the suggestion that a cam-
paign of retaliation should be undertaken, but
it advocates action in common with other Euro-
pea-n nations. Everyone is beginning to ex-
amine the origin of the United States Tariff
Bill. It originated, of course, in President
Hoover's promises to the farmers, which, para-
doxically, provided big business " lobbyists "
with their opportunity.

There is a violent reaction against American
goods, of which British and other manufac-
turers may be expected to take advantage. On
the other hand, the only serious benefit which
may arise out of the situation is that the en-
deavours of the League to organise concerted
limitation and reduction of tariffs are beginning
to be taken more seriously now that the results
of irresponsible and selfish Protectionism
threaten to become forcibly felt.

In connection with above, it is interesting to
remember that the imports into Switzerland of
American goods are considerably higher than the
exports of Swiss goods to America. I daresay
the figure given above does not include the dollars
left behind by American Tourists, but I doubt very
much whether American Tourists are guided by
any such thoughts when visiting our Country for
fZ/c/r pleasure and benefit and only incidentally for
ours

Swiss Hotel Statistics.
If anyone asked you pointedly for the number

of Hotels in Switzerland, you would probably
answer, "oh, thousands," whereas the total num-
ber is 3,600 all told, according to the O-r/ord il/« ii
of 30th April :

Switzerland, which of late years has
abandoned her title of " The playground of
Europe " in favour of the higher claim to be
" The Playground of, the World," lias, a busy
time, says a British United Press message from
Geneva, in keeping the number of her hotels up
to the requirements of her ever-increasing num-
hers of guests.

The latest hotel census shows that there are
a total of 3,600. Many of these are of the most
modern construction and equipment.

Capital invested in the industrv amounts
to 1,500,000,000 frs., (£60,000,000

'
approx.),

and the number of permanent eniplovees is
61,000.

In other words, the number of employees
connected with our Hotel Industry amounts to
just over 14 per cent, of the population.

1 confess, this is very much less than I should
have thought and is very interesting information.
Bsar Steak and Chips.

If you wish to enjoy a really Lucullian repast,
go to Zurich towards the end of this month For,
according to the /Mi//« ,)/«//, 29th
April :

Visitors to Zurich between the end of May
and the end of June will have the opportunity
of tasting the national dishes of 20 countries,
and of deciding whether bear steak and chips
is a more satisfying dish than a succulent Al-
pine goat kid stuffed with aromatic mountain
herbs.

Nearly 100 chefs, representing the cuisines
of every country in Europe, and of America, and
further afield, will meet at Zurich to compete
in the international cookery exhibition, to be
held there from May 31 to June 30.

The bear steak expert is a Bulgarian, who
has cooked in this medium for crowned heads
from a recipe that is a secret of the secretive
Balkans. British representatives will reveal
the art of our roast beef and of veal and stuffing
in its most superbly traditional form. Some of
the best chefs of Italy will show how macaroni
can be used in an almost limitless number of
ways. But information is negative whether
Scotland is going to reveal the mystery of
haggis.

In addition to the actual cooking contests,
there will be an exhibition, with tasting
facilities, of numerous national delicacies.
I bet the various efforts of these culinary High

Priests will not include " Oliuoepfli & Kaes mit
Schwartewurst " such as I get when on holiday,
nor " Oepfelehueelili " sizzling hot from the frying
pan, such as Mother alone is capable of produc-
ing

An Anti-Fog Machine
An invention which ought to interest London

Visitors to the Basle Fair is. referred to in the
following from the Carton Ere-ninf/ Crflsctfe, 30th
April :

A remarkable invention for the dispersal of
fog is being exhibited at the fourteenth annual
Swiss Industries Fair, which opened at Basle
on Saturday (writes a correspondent).

The machine, which works on the principal
of a huge ventilator fan, is described in the
official catalogue as a "Fog Removing Appara-
tus." At present its use is, being confined to

Madrice Bruschweiler
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Schweizer Spezialitäten

Kalbs-Roladen
Kalbs-Blätzle

Kalbs-Voressen
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gespickt
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Kalbs-Nierenbr aten, etc
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und Ochsenzungen
in allen Grössen

Geflügel aller Art
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AUG. BINDSCHEDLER
"Ibouse decorator.

ELECTRICITY PLUMBING GASF1TT1NG
CARPENTERING ROOFING Etc.

HIGH CLASS WORK AT MODERATE PRICES.

9, Tolmers Square, Hampstead Road,
Phone: MUSEUM 0412. N.W.I

Tell your English Friends
to visit

Switzerland
and to buy their TicKets

from
The Swiss Federal Railways,
Carlton House, lib, Regent St., S.W.I.
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All kinds of Sausages made exactly as in .Switzerland
Fresh Daily English Meat only used

Large Choice of Swiss Delicatessen

Specialities : Conserves, Teigwaren, Soups, Chocolates

Can we assist
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Bookbinding enquiry
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The Frederick Printing Co. Ltd.
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REQUIRED, YOUNG LADY in Swiss family of 4,
i girl aged 7 and a boy of 3; for household duties. Good
Home and Wages.—Apply to C.L., 32, Buxton Gardens,
Acton, W.3.

STUDENTS or BUSINESS PEOPLE will find a
nice home in private family. (Convenient for Swiss
School; near Warwick Avenue Tube, 6 or 18 'Bus) terms
very moderate, at 44, Sutherland Avenue, Maida Vale,
'Phone Abercorn 2895.

BOARD RESIDENCE. Partial Board (full board
Sundays), two minutes tube, trams and 'buses, 20 minutes
City and West-End. Single 35/-. Sharing (separate beds)
30/-. Large garden, full size billiard table.—13,
Carleton Road, Tufnell Park, N.7. 'Phone: North 3806.
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factories where, by a force-anil-suction system,
it clears the atmosphere of steam, dust, or of
local foggiiiess «lue to a damp and misty geo-
graphicaI situation.

But the possibilities of future developments
in the machine for use, if only a limited use,
in the open air are obvious. At some not
distant date it may lie possible by the use of
such a machine to eliminate fog, under favour-
able wind conditions, from streets or from out-
side theatres or railway stations where fog is
hampering street traffic.

This year's Basle Fair is the most rompre-
hensive of the series that has yet been held.
Since 1923 the number of entrance cards issued
has risen from 32,000 to 70,000. The Fair is of
1 »articular interest to British exporters in view
of the vast import necessities of Switzerland for
her rapidly increasing manufactures.

And still another one, not quite Swiss, seeing
it comes from our one and only " Protectorate " is
mentioned in the /fr/cccc of Ith May :

The little mountainous Principality of
Liechtenstein, which, with its romantic hill-top
castles and unique political independence, has
been the basis of many a " Ruritanian " novel
since, the " Prisoner of Zenda " was first pub-
lislied, is exhibiting a remarkable building
device at the Swiss Industries Fair, which is
now being held at Basle and closes on Tuesday
next.

By means of walls made of pressed wood
shavings complete isolation from changes of
temperature- is obtained for a house. Rooms
remain warm in winter and cool in summer.
By a process, now patented over most of the
world, the shavings are pressed to such a hard-
ness as to take a stucco or rough cast interior
covering where desired.

Swiss Buses.
The interesting development of Diesel Engines

in Motor Cars is illustrated by the following from
the Commercé// ,1/ofor, 29th April and incidental-
ly shows how up-to-date our friends at Berne are :

We learn from Berne, Switzerland, that
the municipal authorities of that city have
deidded to add 10 vehicles to their fleet of motor-
buses. Two of the vehicles are to lie supplied
by F. B. Broznowicz and Co., of Wetzikon—
one being a six-wheeler—whilst eight are to be
supplied by the Saurer Co., of Arbon, a feature
of tlie Saurer vehicles being that they will have
Diesel engines.

Writing of Motoring, I take it that some of
our friends of the Colony here may venture to visit
the Alps with their cars and the following from
" SYoc/t' /'/'./(•//r///pc Curette 2nd May, may
interest them :

In a circular letter to the Cantonal Govern-
meats the Federal Council publish the new road
traffic regulations to be observed in Switzer-
land.

As well over a hundred thousand foreign
motor-cars pass the Swiss frontiers during
every travelling season, special care was taken
to make the road signs as simple and as intel-
ligible to foreign tourists as possible.

All red signs mean that roads are totally
or partially blocked, whilst the best roads are
indicated with blue signs. No more boards with
inscriptions are to be used, as many foreigners
would nut understand them, and a commonly
accepted international terminology does not yet
exist.

Entrances and exits of villages and hamlets
where reduced speed is required will be marked
with boards bearing the names of the localities.

I Sign posts will be known by their white tops,
and bear only the name of the nearest larger
place with the distance given in kilometres. In
the cities blue boards mean "parking allowed,"
and blue boards with a red edge " no parking."

Dangerous curves and crossings will still
be marked as such, but other sorts of danger
will not be specialised, but simply indicated by
an exclamation mark, meaning " Look out !"
In order to prevent misunderstandings no ad-
vertisements will be allowed to make use of the
forms and colours of road signs.

Compafriofs
Support f/ie first Ang7o-5wiss Reuue

"GOLDEN ARROWS"

.<4//re*/ A/ae*/er an*/ Afat/oua

BALHAM HIPPODROME, MAY 12th

af 6.40 ancf 5.40

Tube—Clapham South

THE SWISS PAVILION
AT THE LIEGE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1930.

The visitor who enters the exhibition grounds
at Liège at the present time can already see the
complete timber framework of the Swiss Pavilion
standing in front of the Palais de l'Electricité 011

the main artery of the " Mustache."
The builder of the pavilion is the architect

llofniann who had previously achieved great sue-
cess in his arrangement of the Swiss sections at
the International Exhibition of the Press at
Cologne and also very particularly at the Inter-
national Exhibition in Barcelona.

A large part of the outside wall of the pavilion
being of glass, the visitor is enabled to gain some
idea of the interesting contents of the building
from outside.

A photo frieze, 120 m. long, visible from out-
side, gives an insight into Switzerland's produc-
rive capacities. The frieze, is composed of views
of waterworks, railways, bridges, tunnels, fac-
tories, electric works and power stations, work-
shops, engine rooms, etc., and forms a valuable
supplement to the exhibits in the Pavilion.

The visitor to the Pavilion first enters a large
hall. His attention is at once arrested by the
large diorama exhibited by the various Swiss
companies, railways, etc. interested in the promo-
tion of tourist traffic. This Diorama is 50 m.
long, and 5 m. high, and gives a grand conception
of the scenic beauties of Switzerland. On enter-
ing the interior of the Pavilion, we see the
•• Bureau de renseignements " immediately to the
right, where experts in the different branches,
who have been carefully selected for the purpose,
give visitors detailed information concerning the
various Swiss exhibitors. Special conference
rooms are at the disposal of visitors wishing to
discuss the question of commercial connexion with
Switzerland. Further on we find the Exhibition
of the Federal Polytechnic at Zurich. Special
sections fur engineering, overground and under-
ground building, architecture, chemistry, agricul-
ture and forestry show the aims of the studies in
the different divisions of the school by means of
clear schedules and illustrations. Models of
electric power stations, of the geological formation
of the Swiss Alps, etc. complete the show.
Opposite the Polytechnic Exhibition is the section
for time-pieces and textile goods. There is a

dim light in the room, and (i bright horizontal
glass show-cases attract the visitor's gaze. They
contain the richest treasures of the Swiss watch-
making trade. To the right and the left of this
case there are horizontal dhow-cases, 15 m. long
each, containing products of Swiss textile indus-
tries. About 10 firms take part in the textile
exhibition, and 30 in the exhibition of time-
pieces.

The remainder of the Pavilion is occupied
by the engine-room which measures over 500 sq.
metres. Machine-engines of the most varied kinds
are systematically placed, such as machinery for
mills, electric apparatus, a Diesel motor and a
compressor, and, in the section for metal indus-
tries, fittings, files, precision instruments, etc.
Here too, the room is not divided into separate
stands and therefore represents Swiss machine-
building as a whole. S.l.T.

ECONOMIC NOTES.

FOREIGN TRADE.
The figures for foreign trade for the month

of February show a slight rise, not only comparai
with the month before but also in comparison with
the corresponding month of 1929. In fact, for
February 1930 the total for imports and exports
reached 302 millions, as against 355 millions in
January, and 351 millions in February 1.929. For
this last-mentioned month, however, it is neces-
sary to bear in mind the unusually cold winter of
1929 which proved a great obstacle to imports.

////ports show a total of 205 millions (208)
spread over the following different groups of
products. (The figure in brackets refers to the
month of January 1930) :

Foodstuffs, beverages and tobaccos : 38 mil-
lions (39). Agricultural raw material : 10,5 mil-
lions (11). Fuel : II millions (17). Raw material
for industries: 19 millions (51,5). (Manufactured
articles: : 18,5 millions (17). Other Goods : 75 mil-
lions (73,5).

Exports, the total for which in February was
157 millions (176,6) may he split up into following
chief categories of products :

Foodstuffs : 11,1 millions (12,3). Textiles :

57,7 millions (51,3). Machinery and metallurgical
products : 39,1 millions (11,6). Chemical products
and colouring matter : 13,7 (13).

The increase makes itself felt particularly in
clock-making and textiles. The figures for these
two groups, however, show a certain backward
movement as compared with the month of Feb-
ruarv 1929.

Allotted to different countries, the export-
figures are as follows :

Germany : 27,7 millions (27,8). France : 15,9
millions (16). Italy : 10,2 millions (9,7). Eng-
land : 20,7 millions (20,3). United States : 13,6
millions (10,4).

The increase may be said to be general for the
most, important countries, except in the case of
exports to France, which have fallen off, though
only to an insignificant extent.

THE HOME MARKET.
The condition of the home market has hardly

undergone any change from one month to the
other. The'labour market shows, so to speak,
only weak signs of change. In most districts its
condition may be regarded as being satisfactory,
and in nearly all skilled trades, except that of
textile products and certain branches of the
machine-building trade. Demands for employ-
ment, have decreased in number, from 11,800 to
13,700 whereas offers of einplovment have risen
from 3,600 to 3,900.

The /Zo/eZ //z/Zzt.s/r//, during February, has
continued to have a relatively favorable season,
76,9 per cent, of the beds in the census having been
occupied up till the middle of February, in the,
roughly, 1,200 establishments submitted to regular
enquiry : the proportion falling to 38,7 at the end
of the same month, a rate which we may consider
satisfactory. Indeed the latter includes not only
the resorts most sought after during the winter
months, and whose coefficient of occupation by
visitors lias even been known to exceed 90 per
cent., but besides these, also the places which at
this time of the year slow down in their work.
Generally speaking, the mouth of February has
been particularly favorable to localities situated
at an altitude exceeding 1,000 metres and which
in mid-February showed an average percentage of
61,9, and at the end of February, oue of 13,0.

SOCIAL LEGISLATION.
The work of social insurance schemes is

gradually making headway in Switzerland, after
its constitutional principle having been accepted
by popular vote on December 6tli, 1925. A
scheme of legislation is at this moment under ex-
animation by the Federal Department of Public
Economy, limiting this insurance to old age. The
system will probably cost up to 190 millions per
annum, half of which will he defrayed by the
State.

The part payable by the State will he found
by menus of taxation, notably of alcohol and
tobacco. S.l.T.

ANCIENT CEMETERY IN
SWITZERLAND.

An important archaeological find has been
made in Canton Zurich, near Oerlikon, not far
from the industrial town of Wiuterthur. A
cemetery dating from the seventh or eighth cell-
tury A.n. lias been discovered, and 53 tombs have
been investigated, 38 of which contained funerary
equipment.

The tombs have been plundered—a most un-
common circumstance in this part of the world
—which accounts for the absence of valuable art-
icles and jewels, and for the fact that the bones
are either missing or tossed about. The violation
apparently took place during the ninth or tenth
century, as one of the plundered tombs lies at a
depth of 10-in. below another tomb, of a more
recent, date, which has not been violated. The
cemetery is that of some early Germanic, tribe and
appears to have been plundered by another tribe
of the same race.

Several finds were made in one tomb which
escaped the plunderers. In it were found a
skeleton whose head and feci arc surrounded by
flat stones; a necklace of 125 small glass beads,
some green, others brown, white, or red ; and an
iron belt buckle and a bone comb, as ivell as a
curious bronze disk surrounded by a tubular
bronze ring. The disk—which was undoubtedly
an ornament—had been broken, and was repaired
by means of four iron rivets. It is adorned with
concentric engraved circles and with the engrav-
ing of an animal repeated four times on the centre
part. The feet of the skeleton still wore a well-
preserved pair of leather sandal fastenings.
Many Roman tiles and pieces of charcoal have been
recovered from most of these tombs.

In a vineyard at (Monthey, Canton Valais, a
lead coffin was recently dug up containing a well-
preserved skeleton of a man lying on oak leaves.
The leaves are in excellent condition but their
colour has completely faded. The coffin is similar
to those discovered some years ago in the same
region, and it is supposed to be the sepulture of a
Burgundian chief of the sixth century.

ï'/i/: Times.

RETURN JOURNEY TO THE MOON.

In the ' Ua/er/cmd ' for April 19tli we read
the following story of heroic deeds which, how-
ever, have conveniently been postponed until the
next century.

" Hundert Jahre nach Fritz Lang wird es
auch den übrigen Sterblichen vergönnt sein, eine
Spazierfahrt nach dem Mond zu machen. Der
Professor für Astronomie an der Universität
Princetown, John Y. Steward, hat es dieser Tage
im Institut für Künste und Wissenschaften in
Brooklyn verkündet. Der Reisende wird in einer
Rakete Platz nehmen, die mit Telephon, Radio
und den allerneuesten Errungenschaften des 21.
Jahrhunderts ausgerüstet sein wird. 70 Meter
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